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Abstract
A Boolean category is a restriction category if and only if it has one exception and all morphisms are deterministic. In the category
of sets, taut monads are precisely the Boolean ones. It follows that collection monad types in Haskell inherit an assertion calculus
based on dynamic logic.
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1. Introduction
Three category-theoretic constructs in programming semantics are Boolean categories, restriction categories and
taut monads. We begin by saying enough about these to establish their relevance to theoretical computer scientists.
The Hoare assertion {P }  {Q} has a simple interpretation in any category. Let  : X → Y be a morphism and let
the “tests” P,Q be monics i : P → X, j : Q → Y . Then the assertion holds precisely when there exists (necessarily
unique)  : P → Q with j = i. If i1 : P1 → X is another monic, write i i1 if there exists (necessarily unique)
k : P → P1 with i1k = i. Such  is a reﬂexive and transitive relation on the class ofmonics intoXwhose antisymmetry
classes constitute the partially ordered class of subobjects ofX. Hoare assertions are invariant under choice of subobject
representative, so P,Q should be regarded as subobjects. If the pullback
X Y
[]Q Q

t

j
exists, t is monic and {P }  {Q} ⇔ P []Q. The usual categories Pfn of sets and partial functions and Rel of sets
and relations both have such pullbacks even though they fail to have pullbacks generally.
What axioms on a category will allow the tests to range over a Boolean algebra while the “predicate trans-
former” []Q will have the properties required by dynamic logic [8,10,22] and its precursor [4]? In a topos, the
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subobjects of X form a Brouwerian lattice whose Boolean center consists of the summands of X (the subobjects
represented by a coproduct injection), an idea that meshed well with earlier ideas of [7] about program seman-
tics using coproducts. In 1992 [13], the author introduced Boolean categories for this purpose (see Section 5 for
the four axioms). A proof of Kozen [10] was adapted to prove the metatheorem [13, 11.15] that the universally
valid formulas about predicate transformers in Boolean categories are precisely those which hold in the Boolean
category Rel.
“Exceptions” and “deterministic morphisms” are discussed in the next two sections. Pfn has unique exceptions and
all morphisms are deterministic. Rel has unique exceptions and its deterministic morphisms are precisely the partial
functions. In spite of Kozen’s theorem, Boolean categories can support multiple exceptions. For details we refer the
reader to [13] with speciﬁc emphasis on its 22 page introduction.
We turn next to restriction categories. Partial functions have long been studied in computability theory and even
earlier in algebraic geometry (not to mention freshman calculus!). The concept of “partial symmetry” enjoys diverse
application and has received some careful attention (see [11]). The restriction categories introduced by Cockett and
Lack [2] (whose four axioms are given in Section 4) provide an abstract model of partiality in categories. See their
bibliography for many other category-theoretic models of partiality (references also appear at the beginning of Section
4), but none of these has the unusual property enjoyed by restriction categories that any full subcategory again is
one. Their idea is to equationally axiomatize the “domain” of f : X → Y (classically, the set of x for which f x is
deﬁned) as an endomorphism f¯ : X → X (generalizing the guard function f¯ x = x if f x is deﬁned and f¯ otherwise
undeﬁned). One observes in the culture of modern algebra that it is those structures with few equations and substantial
consequence that have most likely permanence, and this author believes that “restriction” has such a future. See [18]
for some development of the restriction axioms on a semigroup.
The most direct approach to model partiality in a category is to ﬁx a class M of monics with appropriate properties
and to form “partial morphisms” X → Y which are equivalence classes [i, f ] of X i←−− A f−−→ Y with i ∈ M.
Another representative X j←−− B g−−→ Y is equivalent when there exists an isomorphism  : A → B with j = i
and g = f . [id, id] provides identity morphisms and the composition X [i,f ]−−−−→ Y [j,g]−−−−→ Z is deﬁned using the
pullback [f ]B (whose existence is part of the requirements on M) as [X i←−− A ←−− [f ]B −−→ B g−−→ Z]. Given
that restriction categories are closed under full subcategories, an arbitrary restriction category cannot be expected to
have such pullbacks or to be closed under any limit construction for that matter. There is, however, a canonical class
M for which an appropriate idempotent completion always has the needed pullbacks. [2, Theorem 3.4, Corollary 3.5]
establishes the completeness theorem that every restriction category is a full subcategory of a category of partial maps
as above.
The third construct concerns monads in program semantics. We expect the reader to know basic facts about monads
(noting that none are needed for the ﬁrst six sections of the paper). The survey article [17] is more than adequate;
speciﬁc results referred there are, as a rule, proved elsewhere earlier by others. We say enough here to make this paper
reasonably self-contained.
Themostwell-knowndeﬁnition of amonadT in a categoryK isT = (T , , )withT : K → K a functor,  : id → T ,
 : T T → T natural transformations subject to the further equations (T ) = id = (T ), (T ) = (T ), seven
equations in all. An alternate deﬁnition is T = (T , , (–)#) with T : Obj (K) → Obj (K),  a family X : X → TX
and  : X → TY → # : TX → TY subject to the three equations # = id, # =  and, for  : X → TY ,
 : Y → T Z, (#)# = ## in which T is never iterated. These deﬁnitions are equivalent. Given the alternate
deﬁnition, T is a functor if Tf = (X f−−→ Y Y−−→ TY)
#
, and  is then natural.  is deﬁned by X = (idTX)#. In the
other direction, deﬁne # = TX T −−→ TTY Y−−→ TY . Work on monads as used in Haskell favor the alternate deﬁnition
(see [20,24]).
Algebras over a monad play a crucial role in understanding the relevance of monads in this paper. Our treatment is
brief since this theory is not used after this introduction. ForT amonad inK, aT-algebra is (X, )with the structuremap
 : TX → X of the algebra satisfying X = id and X = (T ). If (Y, ) is another T-algebra, a T-homomorphism
f : (X, ) → (Y, ) is a morphism f : X → Y with (Tf ) = f . The resulting category of T-algebras is written KT.
The monad axioms guarantee that (TX, X) is a T-algebra, and it is in fact the one freely generated by X in the sense
that for f : X → TY any morphism there exists a unique T-homomorphism g : (TX, X) → (TY , Y ) with gX = f .
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Such g is written f # and is deﬁned as TX Tf−−→ TY −−→ Y ; when (Y, ) has form (Z, Z) this agrees with the earlier
f #. Thus the monad can be recovered from its free algebras. This is Huber’s Theorem [17, 2.8].
Now let K = S, the category of sets and total functions. For A ⊂ X, ∈ TX, A is a support of  if  ∈ TA, that
is, if i : A → X is inclusion,  is in the image of T i : TA → TX. Write the set of supports of  as Supp() ⊂ 2X.
Say that the monad T is ﬁnitary if for all X, any  ∈ TX has a ﬁnite support. The concept of a category of algebras
of a ﬁnitary monad is coextensive (via an isomorphism of categories over S) with a variety of universal algebras
presented by ﬁnitary operations and equations relating them [17, Theorem 3.44]. Moreover, if ST is presented by
ﬁnitary operations and equations and SS is obtained by adding further equations in the same operations, SS is an epi-
reﬂective full subcategory of ST, that is, each T-algebra admits a surjective T-homomorphic reﬂection to an S-algebra
with the usual universal property. The reﬂection of the free T-algebra produces the free S-algebra, and this reﬂection
	X : TX → SX constitutes a natural transformation which is, in fact, a monad map as deﬁned in Section 7. This is the
monadic form of the Birkhoff Variety Theorem [17, Proposition 3.8, Theorem 3.9]. The following examples will be
useful momentarily. Let L = (L, , (–)#) be the list monad,LX = X∗, Xx = [x], #[x1, . . . , xn] = (x1)+· · ·+(xn)
(where + is list concatenation). Notice that X ﬂattens a list of lists to a list. As X∗ is the free monoid generated by X,
SL is the category of monoids and monoid homomorphisms. The usual presentation has a nullary operation e and a
binary operation xy satisfying the equations x(yz) = (xy)z, xe = x = ex. Imposing the further equations xy = yx,
xx = x constructs the variety SS of semilattices with bottom. The free such semilattice is P0X, the set of ﬁnite subsets
of X. The surjective reﬂection map 	X : X∗ → P0X maps [x1, . . . , xn] to {x1, . . . , xn}.
The paper [14] discusses “collection monads” and their implementation issues (not necessarily restricted to func-
tional programming languages). A monad T in S is a collection monad if some X exists such that TX has at least
two elements and if the following two axioms hold: members exist (each  ∈ TX has a ﬁnite minimum support
called the set mem() of members of ) and members are collected (for  : X → TY ,  ∈ TX, mem(#) =⋃
x mem(x)). An implementation of a collection monad involves a tree-valued natural transformation (the actual
deﬁnition [14, 6.1] is more complicated). A collection monad is ordered if in a suitably precise sense (to be given
shortly below) its members can be canonically listed. It is a theorem that every implementable monad is ordered.
This accords with the intuition that to implement a set, its elements must be listed in some order, so that the ﬁ-
nite subsets monad is not (directly) implementable. What is somewhat surprising is that basic properties of col-
lections can be characterized in terms of ﬁnite limits. For example, [14, Theorem 6.10] asserts that a collection
monad is ordered if and only if T preserves equalizers of pairs of monics. As was the case for Boolean categories
and restriction categories, certain pullbacks are important for collection monads as well, and we now turn in this
direction.
The following terminology will ﬁnd frequent use.
Deﬁnition 1.1. An arbitrary functor is taut if given a pullback
X Y
P Q
 
j
with j monic, the image under the functor is again a pullback. A natural transformation is taut if each monic-induced
naturality square is a pullback. A monad (T , , ) is taut if T , ,  are.
The promised formal deﬁnition that a collection monad be ordered depends only on the functor T and it is this: there
exists a taut list-valued natural transformation T → L.
By [14, Theorem 4.14], a ﬁnitary monad is a collection monad if and only if the corresponding variety of algebras
can be described with ﬁnitary operations and balanced equations, that is, with equations for which the same set of
variables occurs in both terms. The fact that the three monoid equations are balanced (here, e has no variables so xe = x
is indeed balanced), is a proof that the list monad is a collection monad. Adding the balanced equation xy = yx (so
that repetition counts, but not order) gives bags, so that the free commutative monoid generated by X is the set of all
bags onX. Adding yet the further balanced equation xx = x then gives ﬁnite sets, as discussed earlier. So bags and sets
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are collection monads as well. How does this related to tautness? Let T-algebras be presented with ﬁnitary operations
and no equations and let S-algebras be presented with the same operations and set E of equations, resulting in the
pointwise-surjective natural transformation 	 : T → S. By [14, Theorem 4.14], E is balanced if and only if 	 is taut
and, in that case, T is taut as well.
The paper [16] makes further study of tautness which leads to a new characterization of collection monads as we
now describe. If 2 = {True,False} and ∧ : 2 × 2 → 2 is Boolean “and” then (2,∧,True) is a monoid. Let X be a set,
A ⊂ X with inclusion i : A → X and characteristic function 
A : X → 2. Then, recalling that the algebras of the list
monad L are monoids, (
A)# : X∗ → (2,∧,True) is the f old ∧ operator, that is,
(
A)
#[x1, . . . , xn] = (x1 ∈ A) ∧ · · · ∧ (xn ∈ A) = (f old∧)[x1, . . . , xn].
Observe that
X∗ (2,∧,True)
(
A)
#
A∗ 1

i∗

True
is a pullback in S. For a general monad T in S, a support classiﬁer for T is a T-algebra of form (2,) such that for all
inclusions i : A → X the square
TX (2,)
(
A)
#
TA 1

T i

True
is a pullback. This says thatA ∈ Supp() ⇔ (
A)#() = True, hence the term. Monad maps will be deﬁned in Section
7. The ﬁlter monad F will be deﬁned in Section 8. [16, Section 4] establishes that if a support classiﬁer exists then it is
unique and that the following theorem holds:
Theorem 1.2. For a monad T = (T , , ) in S, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) T has a support classiﬁer.
(2) For  ∈ TX, Supp() is a ﬁlter and Supp : T → F is a taut monad map.
(3) There exists a taut monad map T → F.
(4) T is a taut monad.
It is well known that F-algebras are continuous lattices. The two-element continuous lattice with False < True
provides a support classiﬁer—one must exist since id : F → F is a taut monad map. For F ∈ FX, Supp(F) = F
which shows that arbitrary ﬁlters arise as supports.
By now, the patient reader must be wondering what this all has to do with collection monads. We have
Theorem 1.3 (Manes [16, Proposition 3.11]). Let T be a ﬁnitary monad in S. Then T is a collection monad if and
only if the conditions in Theorem 1.2 hold.
This concludes the background. See the papers cited for examples. Now, what is this paper hoping to accomplish?
There are two different goals. We begin with the ﬁrst.
Although Rel is the “general” Boolean category, Pfn is an important example. The ﬁrst project is to understand
the overlap between Boolean categories and restriction categories. If B is a Boolean category, we seek a “natural”
restriction operator for which “f¯ x = x if f x is deﬁned and f¯ undeﬁned otherwise”. Now, in B, each f : X → Y has
a kernel-domain decomposition K i−−→ X j←−− D which is a coproduct; to avoid the need for further terminology at
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this point, it sufﬁces to say that K = [f ]0 whereas D is the largest summand e : E → X such that fe = e. The theory
in [13] is needed to show that this exists and is a coproduct, but uniqueness is clear. Thus if
0 Y
K = [f ]0 Xi

f

f
is a pullback, use the coproduct property to deﬁne f¯ by f¯ j = j , f¯ i = K f−−→ 0 → X. Unfortunately this will not
work! The restriction category axioms require for f : X → Y , g : X → Z that f¯ g¯ = g¯f¯ . This fails in the following
example whose proof we leave to the reader as an exercise in applying the results of this paper.
Example 1.4. Let E = {a, b} be a two-element set of “exceptions”. Let B be the category whose objects are sets
and whose morphisms X → Y are functions X → Y + E where + is coproduct in S, i.e. disjoint union. Given
 : Y → Z+A deﬁne # : Y +E → Z+E by mapping y to y and e ∈ E to e. Such B is a category with the identity
X → X + E being the ﬁrst coproduct injection and with composition #.
Then B is a Boolean category. Let f, g : {x0} → ∅+E be deﬁned by f (x0) = a, g(x0) = b. Then g¯f¯ = f¯ , f¯ g¯ = g¯
whereas f¯ 
= g¯, so the axiom fails.
The problem in Example 1.4 is that the Boolean category there allows for multiple exceptions (see the next section
for a formal deﬁnition of exception in a category). This possibility was intended from the beginning, but is incompatible
with restriction. To remedy this, we look only at Boolean categories which have one exception, that is, whose initial
object is in fact a zero object (see Proposition 2.3 and Observation 2.4). In that case, f¯ is deﬁned as above noting that
f is a zero map. Having settled this point, we can announce the ﬁrst of our main results, Theorem 6.4: a Boolean
category with a zero object is such that the natural restriction satisﬁes the restriction category axioms if and only if all
of its morphisms are deterministic (as deﬁned in Section 4).
Boolean categories are intended to allow nondeterminism, whereas categories of partial maps do not. In the end,
then, the result here is that the minimum necessary conditions turn out to be sufﬁcient. The resulting categories are
called Boolean restriction categories.
Our work leaves unanswered the interesting question as to what properties a given restriction category must have
to be a Boolean restriction category. A satisfactory answer has been obtained in joint work with Robin Cockett which
shall appear elsewhere.
We turn now toward the second goal of the paper.Associated with any monad T inK is its Kleisli categoryKT which
is a new category with the same objects as K as discussed in Section 7. Rel and Pfn arise as Kleisli categories. In all
nontrivial cases, K is a (nonfull) subcategory of KT. If K is itself Boolean, we say T is a Boolean monad (Deﬁnition
9.1) if KT is a Boolean category containing B as a Boolean subcategory in a “standard” way (which very roughly
asserts that if monad T is added on the ﬂy, as in Haskell, the meaning of tests will not change).
The question, then, is this: for monads in S (which is a Boolean category, as is any topos) what is the relation between
taut monads and Boolean monads? The surprising answer is that they are exactly the same! So if T is a ﬁnitary monad,
what is needed to provide a theory of Hoare assertion following dynamic logic on KT is precisely that T be a collection
monad.
2. Exceptions
Let K be any category.
Deﬁnition 2.1. For X an object, an X-sink is a family ⊥Y : X → Y indexed by the objects of K for which for all
z : Y → Z, z ⊥Y =⊥Z . Say that f : X → Y is an exception if f =⊥Y for some X-sink ⊥.
Lemma 2.2. Given W f−−→ X g−−→ Y h−−→ Z with g an exception then hgf is an exception.
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Proof. There exists an X-sink ⊥ with g =⊥Y . Deﬁne
W
•
A−−→ A = W f−−→ X ⊥A−−→ A.
Then, for b : A → B, b•A = (b ⊥A)f =⊥B f = •B , so • is a W -sink. Setting b = h, hgf = h ⊥Y f = •Z , so hgf
is an exception. 
Proposition 2.3. For K, equivalent are
(1) For each two objects X, Y there exists a unique exception X → Y .
(2) K has zero morphisms.
In that case, the zero morphisms are the unique exceptions.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Denote the unique exception by 0XY : X → Y . If f : W → X, h : Y → Z then h0XY f = 0XZ by
Lemma 2.2. (2) ⇒ (1). For ⊥ an X-sink, ⊥Y= 0YY , so every exception is a zero. 
Remark 2.4. If K has an initial object 0 then a morphism is an exception if and only if it factors through 0.
Proof. For any X-sink ⊥,
X
⊥
Y−−→ Y = X ⊥0−−→ 0−−→Y
so every exception factors through 0. Conversely, for g : X → 0,
⊥
Y
= X g−−→ 0−−→Y
is an X-sink. 
We are particularly interested in Boolean categories. These always have an initial object 0 and all 0 → X are monic.
Hence, in Boolean categories, exceptions factor uniquely through 0.
3. Total and deterministic maps
A morphism f : X → Y is total if for all x : W → X, whenever f x is an exception then necessarily x is an
exception.
Proposition 3.1. Let X f−−→ Y g−−→ Z. Then
(1) If f, g are total so too is gf .
(2) If gf is total so too is f .
Proposition 3.2. Every monic is total.
Proof. Let f : X → Y be monic and suppose x : W → X is such that there exists W -sink ⊥ with f x =⊥Y . As also
f ⊥X =⊥Y , x =⊥X is an exception. 
Deﬁnition 3.3. A morphism f : X → Y is deterministic if it is impossible to witness two-valued behavior; more
precisely, for all coproducts Q → Y ← Q′ there exists a commutative diagram
P X P ′ﬀ
Q Y Q′ﬀ
 
f

with the top row a coproduct.
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The heuristics behind the deﬁnition require that coproducts behave like disjoint unions. This is the case in Boolean
categories as is discussed in considerable detail in [13].
Remark 3.4. Deterministic morphisms form a subcategory.
4. Restriction categories
There have been many papers on categories of partial maps (see [1,3,5,12,19,21,23] and the references cited there).
The motivating example, of course, is the category Pfn of sets and partial functions. In this category, for A ⊂ X the
construct if x ∈ A... has semantics gA : X → X where gAx = x if x ∈ A and is otherwise undeﬁned. Cockett and
Lack considered a category with an additional unary operator f : X → Y → f¯ : X → X generalizing f¯ = gA if
A = {x : f x is deﬁned}.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Cockett and Lack [2]). A restriction category is a category with a unary operator f¯ as above subject
to the following four equational axioms:
(R.1) f f¯ = f for all f : X → Y .
(R.2) For f : X → Y , g : X → Z, f¯ g¯ = g¯f¯ .
(R.3) gf¯ = g¯f¯ for all f : X → Y , g : X → Z.
(R.4) g¯f = f gf for all f : X → Y , g : Y → Z.
In a category of partial functions with multiple notions of being undeﬁned, g¯f¯ x, if not deﬁned, would be the sink
state associated to f¯ . Thus the second axiom enforces “at most one exception”. A formal counterexample was already
given in Example 1.4.
It is an easy exercise to see that the category of sets and relations with f¯ deﬁned as in Pfn satisﬁes only the ﬁrst
three axioms, whereas the class of relations f satisfying the fourth axiom for all g is precisely the partial functions.
Thus the fourth axiom (which ﬁrst appears in [5]) expresses the requirement that all morphisms be deterministic. These
relationships between (R.4) and deterministic morphisms is established formally in Theorem 6.4.
In a restriction category, f¯ is idempotent because f¯ f¯ = f f¯ = f¯ . In a split restriction category, each f¯ splits.
A functor between restriction categories is a restriction functor if it preserves f¯ . A subcategory of a restriction
category is a restriction subcategory if its inclusion functor is a restriction functor.
5. Boolean categories
Boolean categories are intended as a general framework for program semantics with arbitrary levels of inderminacy
and exceptions, spotlighting the use of coproducts to express Boolean conditionals. The axioms are as follows.
Deﬁnition 5.1 (Manes [13, Deﬁnition 4.7]). A category B is Boolean if the following four axioms hold:
(B.1) B has ﬁnite coproducts including an initial object 0.
(B.2) Given f : X → Y and a coproduct injection j : Q → Y there exists a pullback
X Y
f
[f ]Q Q

k

j
with k a coproduct injection.
(B.3) A coproduct injection pulls back coproducts to coproducts.
(B.4) If the identity morphisms X → X ← X form a coproduct then X = 0.
Evidently, any extensive category is Boolean. Pfn, while Boolean and possessing products and coproducts, is not
extensive since it has a zero object.
For the remainder of this section B is a Boolean category.
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It is immediate that every topos is a Boolean category. Moreover, it is provable [13, Proposition 5.15] that coproduct
injections in B are equalizers, so are monic in particular. Thus the coproduct injections form a stable system of monics
(as required by Cockett and Lack [2]) and there is the corresponding category of partial morphisms with the same
objects as B.
Subobject equivalence classes of coproduct injections into X are called summands of X and the poset of all such is
denoted Summ(X).
Theorem 5.2 (Manes [13, Theorem 5.11]). Summ(X) is a Boolean algebra with least element 0, greatest element X,
intersection by pullbacks and coproduct complement (provably unique) as complement. For P,Q ∈ Summ(X) with
P ∩ Q = 0, the poset inclusions P → P ∪ Q ← Q form a coproduct.
Proposition 5.3 (Manes [13, Propositions 6.13, 6.5, 6.11]). For all f : X → Y in B, there exist unique K,D ∈
Summ(X) (called a kernel-domain decomposition of f ) such that f restricted to K is an exception and f restricted to
D is total. K is the pullback [f ]0 and has the universal property that given x : W → X with f x an exception, then x
factors uniquely through K .
Such K is called the kernel Ker(f ) of f . Using K ′ for Boolean complement, D = Ker(f )′ is the domain Dom(f )
of f and is characterized as the largest summand restricted to which f is total.
Notice that
f : X → Y is total ⇔ Ker(f ) = 0 ⇔ Dom(f ) = X.
A functor F between Boolean categories is Boolean if it preserves ﬁnite coproducts and the pullbacks [f ]Q and
is further strict if FX = 0 ⇒ X = 0. A wide Boolean subcategory of B is a subcategory C of B containing all
isomorphisms (and hence all objects) and whose inclusion is a (necessarily strict) Boolean functor.
Proposition 5.4 (Manes [13, Propositions 6.17, 12.11]). The subcategories Btot, Bdet of total, respectively determin-
istic, morphisms are wide Boolean subcategories of B.
While Boolean categories may have many exceptions, there is a canonical notion of the Boolean subcategory induced
by each individual exception type as is now explained.
Deﬁnition 5.5. A projection system for B is a family 
XP
: X → P as X ranges over all objects and P ∈ Summ(X)
such that for all X and P,Q ∈ Summ(X), 
XX
= 1 and the following square commutes:
P ∩ Q Q
P X


P(P∩Q)


XQ
If  is a projection system, denote by B the subcategory with the same objects as B and all morphisms f : X → Y
such that
X
f−−−−→ Y Y0−−−−→ 0 = 
X0
for all X.
It is an easy exercise to check that the family X0 : X → 0 determines the rest of the projection system. Speciﬁcally,
XP is determined by P0 and P ′0.
Theorem 5.6 (Manes [13, Theorem 8.11]). Each B is a maximal wide Boolean subcategory of B with zero maps and
the passage  → B establishes a bijection between projection systems and maximal wide Boolean subcategories with
zero maps. Moreover, any Boolean subcategory with zero maps is contained in some B.
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6. Boolean restriction categories
Let B be a Boolean category,  a projection system on B with corresponding maximal wide zero-subcategory B.
Deﬁnition 6.1. The natural restriction on B is the unary operator f : X → Y → f¯ : X → X deﬁned as follows.
Let i : Dom(f ) → X, i′ : Ker(f ) → X. By the coproduct property, f¯ is deﬁned by f¯ i = i, f¯ i′ = 0.
We need a few observations for the proof of the next result. First of all, in a category with a zero object, 0 : X → Y
is deterministic. For in Deﬁnition 3.3 let the top row be X → 0 ← 0 and ﬁll in with zero maps. In B, Ker(f ), Dom(f )
forms a kernel-domain decomposition for f¯ so that Dom(f¯ ) = Dom(f ). (In more detail, because of zero maps, f¯ i = i
if i : D → X is the domain of f whereas f¯ i′ = 0. This proves both that f, f¯ have the same domain and also that
f¯ = g¯ if f, g have the same domain.) f¯ is deterministic by [13, 8.12, p. 167]. Finally, we recall from [13] the weakest
precondition operator for f : X → Y , Q ∈ Summ(Y )
wp(f,Q) = [f ]Q ∩ Dom(f ).
If g is deterministic, [13, Proposition 8.6(2)] gives that Dom(fg) = wp(g,Dom(f )).
Proposition 6.2. The natural restriction on B satisﬁes the ﬁrst three axioms (R.1, R.2, R.3) for restriction categories.
Moreover, each f¯ splits.
Proof. We use the notation of Deﬁnition 6.1.As f f¯ i = f i and f f¯ i′ = f 0 = 0 = f i′, it follows from the uniqueness
of coproduct-induced maps that f f¯ = f which is (R.1). Turning toward (R.2), it is clear that if i is the inclusion of
Dom(f¯ g¯) then f¯ g¯i = i. But by Manes [13, Theorem 8.15], Dom(f¯ g¯) = Dom(f¯ )∩Dom(g¯); (R.2) follows. For (R.3),
it is equivalent to show Dom(f g¯) = Dom(f ) ∩ Dom(g). We have
Dom(f g¯)=wp(g¯,Dom(f ))
= Dom(g¯) ∩ [g¯](Dom(f ))
= Dom(g) ∩ (Ker(g¯) ∪ Dom(f )) [13, 10.1(9)]
= (Dom(g) ∩ Ker(g)) ∪ (Dom(g) ∩ Dom(f ))
= Dom(f ) ∩ Dom(g).
Finally, by the uniqueness of coproduct-induced maps, X −−→ Dom(f ) i−−→ X = f¯ . As ii = i with i monic,
i = 1 so f¯ splits. 
Deﬁnition 6.3. A Boolean restriction category is a Boolean category with zero morphisms in which all morphisms
are deterministic.
We now establish the ﬁrst of our main results, that a Boolean restriction category is indeed a restriction category.
Theorem 6.4. In the context of Proposition 6.2, axiom (R.4) f gf = g¯f holds if and only if all morphisms are
deterministic. Thus every Boolean restriction category is a split restriction category.
Proof. First suppose that (R.4) holds. Let g : Y → Z be arbitrary. To show that g is deterministic, it sufﬁces to
show that j : Dom(g) → Y is the totalizer of g, that is, that gj is total whereas for all x : X → Y with gx total,
x factors through j ; this is by Manes [13, Proposition 12.10]. For such x, gx = 1. Applying (R.4), g¯x = xgx = x.
Deﬁne  = x where g¯ = Y −−→ Dom(g) j−−→ Y . Then j = jx = g¯x = x as needed. Conversely, assume all
morphisms are deterministic and show (R.4) for X f−−→ Y g−−→ Z. Let i : Dom(f ) → X, t : Dom(gf ) → Dom(f ),
j : Dom(g) → Y , j ′ : Ker(g) → Y be the summand inclusions. As Dom(gf ) = wp(f,Dom(g)) = [f ](Dom(g))
(as Dom(gf ) ⊂ Dom(f )), there is a pullback square, the right hand square in the diagram immediately below. We
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use the coproduct Ker(gf ) k
′−→ X k←− Dom(gf ) to show f gf = g¯f . The coordinates of the ﬁrst map are given by
f gf k = f k, f gf k′ = 0. Now consider the diagram in which  is to be constructed.
Ker(gf ) Xk
′
Dom(gf )ﬀ k
Ker(g¯) Y
j ′
Dom(g)ﬀ
j



f

u
Then g¯f k = g¯ju = ju = f k. As gf k′ = 0, f k′ factors through Ker(g) = Ker(g¯) inducing  by the pullback
property. Thus g¯f k′ = g¯j ′ = 0. 
We note that in a Boolean restriction category the two notions of total for f : X → Y coincide:
f¯ = 1 ⇔ Dom(f ) = X ⇔ f is total.
Deﬁnition 6.5. Let B be a Boolean category. The partial morphism category Bpart of B has the same objects as B and
with a morphism from X to Y being an equivalence class [P i←− X f−→ Y ] where i is a summand and f is total, and
the equivalence relation is the obvious one, namely there exists an isomorphism out of P preserving the two maps.
Composition is the usual deﬁnition
[Y j←− Q g−→ Y ] ◦ [P i←− X f−→ Y ]
using the pullback [f ]Q.
Notice [2, Proposition 3.1] that Bpart is a split restriction category with
[P i←− X f−→ Y ] = [X i←− P i−→ X].
For a Boolean category, the passage B → Bpart given by f : X → Y → [X i←− Dom(f )
f i−→ Y ] is not functorial
in general. But we have
Proposition 6.6. For B a Boolean restriction category, the above construction B → Bpart is functorial and is an
isomorphism of restriction categories.
Proof. This is an immediate corollary of [2, Theorem 3.4]. This is because, as was observed above at the end of the
proof of Proposition 6.2, the class of monics that arise in splitting an f¯ in B is precisely the class of summands. 
7. Kleisli categories
In this section, K is any category and T = (T , , (−)#) is a monad in K.
Deﬁnition 7.1. The Kleisli category [9] KT of the monad T in K is the category with the same objects as K, with
morphisms KT(X, Y ) = K(X,TY) and with composition for  : X → TY ,  : Y → T Z in K given by  ◦  = # :
X → T Z.
Unless otherwise noted, displayed arrows are in K. Composition in K will be denoted by juxtaposition and Kleisli
composition by ◦.
Under any of the equivalent conditions of Proposition 7.3, KT is equivalent to the full subcategory of KT of all free
T-algebras, via the isomorphism  → #. For example, Eilenberg [6, p. 2] deﬁnes a relation as a union-preserving map
(that is, as a complete semilattice homomorphism #) rather than as a function  : X → 2Y .
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The following constructions will be used without further comment below. There is a canonical functor I : K → KT
deﬁned by IX = X, I (X f−−→ Y ) = X f−−→ Y Y−−→ TY . We use the abbreviation f • for If . A morphism of form f •
is said to be a base morphism. T : K → K is functorial if Tf = (f •)#.  : 1 → T is a natural transformation and, if
X = (1TX)#,  : T T → T is natural as well. I has right adjoint given by X → TX,  → # so that I preserves all
colimits which exist in K.
Deﬁnition 7.2. If S, T are monads in K (we use the same symbols  and (−)# for both monads), a monad map
 : S → T is a family of morphisms X : SX → TX satisfying XX = X and such that the following square
commutes for arbitrary  : X → TY :
SY TY
Y
SX TX
X

#

(Y )
#
Notice that if  : S → T is a monad map, it induces a functor KS → KT which is the identity on objects and maps
 : X → SY to Y .
Proposition 7.3 (Manes [17, Proposition 2.25]). For a monad T in K, the following three conditions are equivalent.
If any, and hence all, hold we say T is nontrivial.
(1)  is pointwise monic.
(2) I : K → KT is faithful.
(3) T : K → K is faithful.
Proposition 7.4. The following hold:
(1) For f : X → Y ,  : Y → T Z,  ◦ f • = f .
(2) For  : X → TY , g : Y → Z, g• ◦  = (T g).
(3) [13, Lemma 16.10 (2)] Consider the two squares shown below, the ﬁrst in KT and the second in K. Then one
commutes if and only if the other does and one is a pullback if and only if the other is.
Y Z
d
W Xa

b

c
TY T Z
d#
TW TXa
#

b#

c#
Proposition 7.5. For  : X → TY ,  is an isomorphism in KT if and only if # : TX → TY is an isomorphism in K.
Proof. First suppose  : Y → TX is inverse to  in KT. As  ◦  = X, 1TX = (X)# = (#)
# = ## = 1TY .
Conversely, let  : TY → TX be inverse to # in K. Consider the diagrams
TTX TTYT 
#
TTX
T
TX TY
#
TX


X

Y

X(A) (B)
As # is a T-homomorphism [17, Proposition 2.17], (A) commutes for any . As # = 1 the perimeter commutes.
But T # is split epic, so (B) commutes which says that  is a T-homomorphism and hence (by the proposition just
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cited) that  = # for  = Y . We have
X = X(X)# = X## = X(#)# = # =  ◦ . 
Since I preserves coproducts, the poset Summ(X) in K is a subposet of Summ(X) in KT. The latter can, in fact, be
much larger. For example, let K = S, let TX be the real vector space with basis X with basis inclusion X and let # be
the unique linear extension of . This is a monad. Now consider a two-element set 2. T 2 is the plane. In S, Summ(2) is
the four-element Boolean algebra. In ST, each nonzero vector v in the plane generates a summand v : 1 → T 2 with
two such being equivalent if and only if they lie on the same line through the origin. Hence in the Kleisli category,
Summ(2) is an uncountable ﬂat poset with top and bottom. The usual x- and y-axes embed the four-element Boolean
algebra.
Deﬁnition 7.6. For T a monad in K, say that summands are standard in KT if Summ(X) is the same poset in both
categories. More precisely, for every coproduct injection  : P → TX in KT there exists a coproduct injection
i : A → X in K and 	 : P → TA with 	 an isomorphism in KT and with i• ◦ 	 = , that is, the following triangle
commutes:
P TX
TA
	




T i




Proposition 7.7. Let K have binary coproducts and let T be a nontrivial monad in K such that all isomorphisms in
KT are base. Then summands are standard.
Proof. Let  : P → TX be a summand inKT so that there exists a coproduct P −→ TX 
′←− P ′ inKT. As I preserves
the coproduct P i−→ P + P ′ i′←− P ′ in K and as isomorphisms are base, there exists g : P + P ′ → X in K with g•
an isomorphism in KT such that
P T (P + P ′)i•
TX





T g




Thus
 = (T g)i• = (T g)P+P ′ i = Xgi = (gi)•
shows that  is base. As  is monic, g is an isomorphism in K. Thus gi : P → X is a summand in K. Since
X(gi) = T (gi)P , we can choose 	 = P , the identity map of P in KT as the isomorphism in Deﬁnition 7.6. 
The converse of Proposition 7.7 does not hold as the following example shows.
Example 7.8. Let G be a group with at least two elements with unit e. Deﬁne a monad T in S as follows. Let
TX = G×X be the underlying set of the free left G-set generated by X. The left action on TX is g, (h, x) → (gh, x)
and the unique equivariant extension of  : X → G × Y through X : X → G × X, x → (e, x) is given by
# : G × X → G × Y , (g, x) → (gh, y) if x = (h, y). We shall show that while not every isomorphism in KT is
base, summands are standard nonetheless.
If g ∈ G, g 
= e, the left translation  : G → G, h = hg is equivariant, hence is an isomorphism. But the only
base morphism G → G is id because G = T 1. This shows that not every isomorphism in ST is base.
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Now let  : X → G × Y and let A be the image of the equivariant map # : G × X → G × Y . If (g, y) ∈ A
and h ∈ G then (h, y) = hg−1(g, y) ∈ A. This shows that A has form G × Q for some Q ⊂ Y . Thus # has unique
factorization
G × X G × Y#
G × Q





1 × i




where i : Q → Y is inclusion. If  : X → G × Q is X,  = # because  is equivariant. As a result, if # were
monic then # is bijective and so  is an isomorphism in ST by Proposition 7.4. As
X Y
Q





i•




commutes in ST we have shown: for  : X → G× Y with # monic,  is a standard summand. To this end, let P −→
G × X ′←− P ′ be a coproduct in ST. We must show that # is monic. There exists an isomorphism 	 : X → P + P ′
in ST with 	 ◦  = (inP )•. Equivalently,
G × P G × X#
G × (P + P ′)
1 × inP




	#




But as 1 × inP is monic, so is #.
Deﬁnition 7.9. Taut functors, natural transformations and monads were deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1.1. A taut monad map
is a monad map which is a taut natural transformation.
There are only two trivial monads in S. For one, TX = 1 for all X and for the other TX = 1 for all nonempty X
whereas T ∅ = ∅. Neither is a taut monad since in both cases  is not taut.
It is shown in [16, Proposition 2.2] that T is taut if and only if  is taut and, in the diagram below, if (A) is a pullback
with i, j monic then (B) is also a pullback.
P TX TPﬀ 
#
X TY

TXﬀ
#

i

Tj

T i(A) (B)
Proposition 7.10. If there exists a taut monad map S → T and if T is taut then S is taut.
Proof. That  is taut is routine. The second axiom is proved in [16, Lemma 2.5]. 
For the balance of this section, we assume that K has binary coproducts and that coproduct injections are monic.
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Deﬁnition 7.11.  in KT is standard-deterministic if for every coproduct Q
j−→ Y j
′
←− Q′ in K there exists a
coproduct P i−→ Y i′←− P ′ in K and morphisms , ′ such that the following diagram commutes in K:
P Xi Pﬀ i
′
TQ TY
Tj
TQ′ﬀ
Tj ′





′
Note that standard-deterministic maps are deterministic. For if Q t−→ TY t ′←− Q′ is any coproduct, there is an
isomorphism  : Q+Q′ → TY with #T i = t#, #T i′ = (t ′)#. So, applying the deﬁnition of standard-deterministic
to X
−→ TY (
#)−1−−−→ (Q+Q′) produces P,P ′, g, g′ with t#g = i, (t ′)#g′ = f i′. Clearly standard-deterministic maps
coincide with deterministic maps when summands are standard.
Lemma 7.12. Let  : S → T be a monad map with induced functor H : KS → KT. Then if  : X → SY is
standard-deterministic in KS, H = Y  is standard-deterministic in KT and the converse holds if  is taut.
Proof. This is clear from the following diagram, noting that (A), (A′) are pullbacks when  is taut.
P Xi P ′ﬀ i
′
SQ SYSi SQ′ﬀ Si
′
TQ TY
Tj
TQ′ﬀ
Tj ′
 



Q

Y

Q′(A) (A′)

Lemma 7.13. Let T be a monad such that  is taut. Then given  : X → TY ,  : Y → T Z with  and  ◦  base,  is
also base.
Proof. Let  = t•,  ◦  = h•. As # = T t we have a pullback square
Z TZZ
Y TY
Y

t

#
By the pullback property there exists unique f : X → Y with tf = h and Y f = . The second equation asserts that
 = f • as required. 
8. Taut monads of sets
In this section, all monads are in the category S of sets and total functions.
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Example 8.1. Let F be the ﬁlter monad given by FX = {F ⊂ 2X : F is a ﬁlter}, X(x) = prin(x) = {A ⊂ X : x ∈
A}, #(F) = {B ⊂ Y : {x ∈ X : B ∈ (x)} ∈ F}.
Note that for f : X → Y , (Ff )F = {B ⊂ Y : f−1(B) ∈ F}. F is a taut monad and every one of its submonads has
taut inclusion and so is taut as a monad [16, Example 2.4, Proposition 3.12].
Lemma 8.2. Let T be any submonad of the ﬁlter monad. The following hold:
(1) If the proper ﬁlter 2X ∈ TX then for all  : X → TY , #(2X) = 2Y .
(2) Let F ∈ TX and let  : X → TY with # injective. Then if #(F) has form prin(y), F has form prin(x).
(3) Isomorphisms in SF are base.
Proof. (1) B ∈ #(2X) ⇔ {x ∈ X : B ∈ (x)} ∈ 2X and this is true for all B.
(2) For B ⊂ Y , y ∈ B ⇔ {x ∈ X : B ∈ (x)} ∈ F . Setting B = {y}, F = {x ∈ X : {y} ∈ (x)} ∈ F . If F = ∅ then
F = 2X ⇒ #(F) = 2Y by (1), but this is impossible as ∅ /∈ prin(y). Let x ∈ F . As {y} ∈ (x), (x) = prin(y)
or (x) = 2Y . If (x) = 2Y then #(prin(x)) = (x) = 2Y = #(2X) which violates the injectivity of #. Thus
(x) = prin(y). As T is nontrivial,  is injective. If w ∈ F , (x) = prin(y) = (w) so x = w and F = {x} ∈ F . As
F 
= 2X, F = prin(x).
(3) Let : X → TY be an isomorphism inST. If = −1,#,# aremutually inverse bijections. Let x ∈ X. Deﬁne
F = #(prin(x)) so that #(F) = prin(x). By (2), there exists f x ∈ Y with F = prin(f x), deﬁning a function
f : X → Y . By construction, #X = Xf . By the naturality of , (Tf )X = Xf . Applying [17, Proposition 2.19],
# = Tf so  = f • is a base morphism. 
Lemma 8.3. Let T be taut with corresponding taut monad map Supp : T → F as guaranteed by Theorem 1.2. The
following hold:
(1)  : X → TY is standard-deterministic if and only if for all x ∈ X, Supp((x)) is either an ultraﬁlter or 2Y .
(2) Every isomorphism in ST is standard-deterministic.
Proof. (1) By Lemma 7.12,  is standard-deterministic if and only if X −−→ TY SuppY−−−−→ FY is deterministic in SF.
To this end, let Q ⊂ Y and consider the diagram
P Xi P ′ﬀ i
′
FQ FY
Fj
FQ′ﬀ
Fj ′
 
Supp
Y


in which the top row is to be constructed. As Fj = (j•)#, it is easy to see that FQ consists of those ﬁlters on Y
containing Q. P and its complement P ′ as needed will exist if and only if
(∀x ∈ X)Q ∈ Supp((x)) or Q′ ∈ Supp((x)).
As Q is arbitrary this happens if and only if Supp((x)) is either an ultraﬁlter or 2Y .
(2) If  : X → TY is an isomorphism in ST then SuppY  is an isomorphism in SF and hence is base by Lemma
8.2(3). Thus SuppY (x) is a principal ultraﬁlter for all x. By (1), the proof is complete. 
We can now establish the main result of this section.
Theorem 8.4. Let T be a taut monad. Then summands are standard in ST.
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Proof. Let P −→ TX ′←− P ′ be an arbitrary coproduct decomposition of X in ST. If P
j−→ P + P ′ j
′
←− P ′ is a
coproduct in S, there exists a unique  : X → T (P +P ′) with # = j•, #′ = (j ′)• and such  is an isomorphism
in ST. By Lemma 8.3(2),  is standard-deterministic. Thus there exists a commutative diagram
R Xi R′ﬀ i
′
TP T (P + P ′)
Tj
TP′ﬀ
Tj ′





′(A)
where the top row is a coproduct. Consider the squares
TP TX
#
R Xi




X
TP T (P + P ′)
Tj
T R TXT i

#

#
(B) (A)#
Then (B) commutes because
## = (#)# = (j•)# = (Tj) = i = #Xi
and # is bijective, monic in particular. (A)# commutes because (A) does [17, Proposition 2.19]. T preserves monics
for any monad in S [14, Lemma 2.8], so it follows from (A)# that # is monic. Moreover,  ◦  = i• in ST since this
is precisely the content of (B). Thus if it can be shown that # is surjective,  will be the desired isomorphism in ST
of the arbitrary summand  with a standard summand i. To this end, as −1 is standard-deterministic, there exists a
standard coproduct k, k′ and 	, 	′ as shown in the diagram
Q P + P ′k Q′ﬀ k′
T R TX
T i
T R′ﬀ
T i′

	

−1

	′(C)
We use this to show that the following triangle commutes in ST:
P P + P ′
j•
k•




Q

# 	
For
k• = 
P+P ′ k = ( ◦ −1)k = #−1k
=#(T i)	 by (C)
= (Tj)#	 by (A)#
= (j•)##	 = j• ◦ (#	).
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But then # is base by Lemma 7.13. It follows that, as subsets of P + P ′, Q ⊂ P . By the same argument, Q′ ⊂ P ′
so #	 is a (base) isomorphism and (#	)# = #	# is bijective so that # is surjective. We are done. 
9. Boolean monads
In this section we see that ST is a Boolean category for taut T. This result was announced in [15].
Deﬁnition 9.1. Let B be a Boolean category. A monad T in B is a Boolean monad if the following conditions hold:
(1) T is nontrivial (so that B → BT is a subcategory).
(2) BT is a Boolean category.
(3) Summands are standard in BT (so that predicate transformers should map the same predicates, consistent with
adding monads on the ﬂy in functional programming).
It follows that, for a Boolean monad, B → BT is a strict Boolean functor.
We are at last ready to state and prove our second main result which is the equivalence of concepts (1) ⇔ (2) below.
The third condition is useful for establishing examples. We restrict to S because we do not yet know how to give a
more general proof.
Theorem 9.2. Let T be a monad in S. Equivalent are
(1) T is taut.
(2) T is a Boolean monad.
(3) T is nontrivial, summands are standard in BT and for i, j summands below, if (A) is a pullback in B then (B) is a
pullback in BT.
X TY
P TQ

i

Tj
X Y
P Q


i•

j•(A) (B)
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) In Deﬁnition 9.1, (1) is given and (3) follows from Theorem 8.4. For  : X → TY and Q ⊂ Y
construct pullbacks (C,C’) as shown.
P Xi X′ﬀ i
′
TQ TY
Tj
TQ′ﬀ
Tj ′





′(A) (A′)
By the discussion following Deﬁnition 7.9 and Proposition 7.4(3), The following square is a pullback in ST
Q Y
j•
P Xi
•




which establishes the existence of []Q = P . If  is a coproduct injection, it is monic (because summands are standard)
so, because S is Boolean, the top row in (A,A′) is a coproduct. It is now clear that T is a Boolean monad.
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(2)⇒(3) Given the pullback (A) in S shown below
R




	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


X TY

P TQ

i

Tj(A)
t
	
k
we must establish that (B) shown below is a pullback in ST.
R



	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


X Y

P Q

i•

j•(B)
u
	
k•
(B) commutes because
 ◦ i• = #Xi = i = (Tj) = (j•)# = j• ◦ .
LetR = []Q in ST, it being possible to choose k as a standard summand by hypothesis.As shown above, the pullback
property of (A) induces unique t . On the other hand, unique u in ST is induced because []Q is a pullback in that
category. But u is a base morphism by Lemma 7.13, so P = R by uniqueness of pullbacks, and (B) is []Q in ST.
(3)⇒(1) Consider the pullback (A) in S
P TQ TPﬀ 
#
X TY

TXﬀ
#

i

Tj

T i(A) (A#)
and the necessarily commutative square (A#). By the discussion following Deﬁnition 7.9, (F#) is a pullback. That  is
taut is automatic in S (see [16, Proposition 2.3]). 
We conclude the paper by relating taut monad maps to Boolean functors.
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Proposition 9.3. Let S, T be Boolean monads in S and let  : S → T be a monad map with induced functor
H : SS → ST. Then  is taut if and only if H is a strict Boolean functor.
Proof. First consider
[]Q SQ TQQ
SX SY
#
TY

Y

i•

Sj

Tj(A) (B)
If H is Boolean then (A,B) is a pullback when (A) is. In particular, choose  = 1TY so that # is split epic since
#TY = 1. It follows from elementary category theory that (B) is a pullback (see [16, Lemma 1.1(3)]), and this shows
 is taut. Conversely, assume  is taut. HX = ∅ ⇒ X = ∅ since H is the identity on objects. For any , H preserves
ﬁnite coproducts. H preserves []Q since, in the diagram above, if (A), (B) are pullbacks, so is (A,B). 
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